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DETAILS OF HEARING AND REPRESENTATION: 
 
This matter was heard in terms of Section 188A of the LRA.  The hearing took place at 
the employer’s offices in Rosebank. 
 
The first and second employees were represented by their trade union organizer Mr D DU 
TOIT, while the employer was legally represented by Ms J RHEEDER. 
 
The final day of the hearing was 27/01/06. 
 
ISSUES TO BE DECIDED: 
 
Is the first employee guilty of all of some of the five charges made against him, and is the 
second employee guilty of all of some of the three charges against him and if so, what is  
the appropriate disciplinary sanction in terms of the employers’ disciplinary code? 
 
In this matter the charges may be summarized as five issues:- 
 

(1) THE FIRST ISSUE: 
 
Is the first employee guilty of Charge Two against him and is the second employee guilty 
of Charge One against him? 
 

(2) THE SECOND ISSUE: 
 
Is the first employee guilty of Charge Five against him and is the second employee guilty 
of Charge Two against him? 
 

(3) THE THIRD ISSUE: 
 
Is the second employee guilty of Charge Three against him? 
 

(4) THE FOURTH ISSUE: 
 
Is the first employee guilty of Charge One against him? 
 

(5) THE FIFTH ISSUE: 
 
Is the first employee guilty of Charge Three against him? 
 

(6) THE SIXTH ISSUE: 
 
Is the first employee guilty of Charge Four against him? 
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES: 
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The first employee is employed as PRODUCTION MANAGER, WATER AND 
EFFLUENT, and the second employee reports to him as SENIOR TECHNICAL 
OFFICER  PROCESS.  Both employees have considerable service with the employer and 
neither has a disciplinary record in respect of the charges in question. 
 
The charges in respect of both employees were formulated following a forensic audit 
conducted on behalf of the employer, by SHG. 
 
THE FIRST ISSUE (SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT): 
(Charge Two against the first employee and Charge One against the second 
employee) 
 
In this matter the employer alleges that the first and second employees made unlawful 
misrepresentation to the employer in the procurement of chemical dosing Pumps for the 
SGL changeover project from the supplier NAUKA TECHNICAL SERVICES in that 
they obtained, or requested to be obtained, fraudulently inflated quotations causing the 
employer financial prejudice.  Alternatively, that they were grossly negligent in that the 
second employee created the purchase requisition for the pumps in question and the first 
employee approved the release of the purchase requisition. 
 
The following is common cause or not disputed in this matter- 
 

(i) The employer purchased 8 GALA pumps from NAUKA TECHNICAL 
SERVICES c.c. following quotations obtained from that company, 
PROMINENT FLUID CONTROLS (SA) (PTY) LTD and ALLDOS (PTY) 
LTD. 

 
(ii)  The second employee was booked off work due to sickness for the period 

31/3/04 to 23/4/04. 
 

(iii)  All three quotations were dated 8/4/04. 
 
 

(iv) The second employee created the purchase requisition in favour of the 
quotation from NAUKA TECHNICAL SERVICES c.c. which was released 
by the first employee. 

 
(v) The pumps in question were required as a consequence of the SGL 

changeover project. 
 

(vi) The first employee was the Manager, Production Water and Effluent, while 
Mr J SWART was the SGL Project Manager. 

 
(vii)  Mr SWART and the first employee differed on the expenditure required to 

purchase the pumps, as a consequence the pumps initially for the budget of the 
Project Manager, were allocated to the first employee’s budget.  
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(viii)  If the PROMINENT quote contained a maintenance agreement and the 

NAUKA quotation did not then the NAUKA quotation would have been more 
expensive than PROMINENT but if they both contained maintenance 
agreements NAUKA would have been the cheaper quote.  The same pumps 
were quoted for by both companies. 

 
Mr A DU VOS testified on behalf of the employer.  He testified that- 
 

(i) He was the author of the quotation on behalf of ALLDOS dated 8/4/04. 
 

(ii)  His quotation was in response to a telephonic enquiry from a Mr K 
ENGELBRECHT of BUCKMAN LABORATORIES a contractor on site.  He 
was asked to make the quote for the attention of Mr P VORSTER whom he 
did not know. 

 
(iii)  He was asked to quote on “top of the range” pumps, but in his quote he made 

it clear he could supply alternative pumps that would perform the same duty 
and invited Mr VORSTER to discuss alternatives should there be a need. 

 
(iv) On 14/4/04 he emailed Mr K ENGELEBRECHT regarding the quotation 

advising that alternative pumps could result in a 50% saving on the initial 
quotation. 

 
Mr G VAN TONDER testified on behalf of the employer.  He testified that- 
 

(i) He represented PROMINENT PUMPS. 
 

(ii)  He was approached by an unknown person who told him he was from 
NAUKA and requested a quotation on pumps to be direct to “PIERRE 
FORSTER” on fax 016 349 5234.  NOTE:  It is not in dispute that this is Mr 
ENGELBRECHT’s home fax number). 

 
(iii)  He knew NAUKA since 1997 when they started purchasing pumps from 

PROMINENT. 
 

(iv) He knew neither the first or second employees. 
 
The first employee testified on his own behalf.  He testified that- 
 

(i) He felt the BETA pumps J SWART had provided for in the budget were 
inadequate for the purpose because of problems he had experienced with the 
pumps previously. 

 
(ii)  As a consequence he asked the second employee to obtain quotations for more 

suitable pumps. 
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(iii)  The second employee then fell sick on 31/3/04. 

 
(iv) On his return from sick leave on or about 27/4/04 the second employee 

advised him that he was in possession of three quotations and that he was 
going to take them to Mr SWART for approval. 

 
(v) He (Mr BREED) was not involved in obtaining any quotations. 

 
(vi) He was telephoned by the second employee asking him to release the purchase 

requisition.  He asked whether the quotation contained a maintenance 
agreement and the second employee told him that he had confirmed this with 
Vernon Morton (the NAUKA representative) telephonically.  Having also 
confirmed the type of pumps being proposed he released the purchase 
requisition. 

 
The second employee testified on his own behalf.  He testified that- 
 

(1) He had been unable to obtain quotations before he fell sick because technical 
specifications had not been finalized. 

 
(2) On his return he found the three quotations on his table and took them to Mr 

SWART as head of the SLG project for approval.  He was told to make the 
purchase. 

 
(3) He did not know who obtained the quotations. 

 
(4) The NAUKA quotation was on two pages, the second containing details of the 

maintenance agreement.  NOTE:  Only one page was submitted in 
evidence. 

 
(5) He believed the ALLDOS (Pty) Ltd., quote had no value as they had quoted 

for the wrong type of pumps. 
 

(6) He made no contact with PROMINENT or ALLDOS but telephoned Mr 
Vernon Morton to check delivery dates for the pumps as NAUKA had the 
cheapest quote.  During this discussion he also confirmed with Mr Morton 
that the quotation incorporated a maintenance agreement.  He felt there was  
no need to contact either PROMINENT or ALLDOS as the NAUKA quote 
was the cheapest. 

 
(7) He submitted the quotations to the employer’s Commercial Department as 

they stood, recommending the NAUKA quotation. 
 

(8) He works with pumps as part of his daily duties and he knew which pumps 
would be beneficial to SASOL (INFRACHEM). 
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THE FIRST ISSUE – ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT: 
 
There is no evidence before me that the NAUKA quote contained a maintenance 
agreement other than the second employee’s claim that it existed.  Under his own version 
the second employee must be guilty of gross negligence in that he knew that the 
employer’s Commercial Department must be presented with three valid quotations for 
consideration yet – 
 

(1) He did not know who had obtained the quotations or what specifications 
suppliers had been asked to quote for and he didn’t attempt to find out. 

 
(2) He knew the ALLDOS quotation was invalid because the wrong pumps had 

been quoted for, but nevertheless submitted the quote ignoring their invitation 
to discuss alternatives thereby ensuring the NAUKA quote was cheaper. 

 
I find the evidence of the second employee problematic in that – 
 
He claims to have telephoned VERNON MORTON to check whether or not a 
maintenance agreement was part of the NAUKA quote, but also testified that the 
NAUKA quotation contained a “second page” which included a maintenance agreement.  
The first employee’s testimony was that on being telephoned by the second employee 
requesting him to release the purchase requisition, he queried whether the quotation 
contained a maintenance agreement, and that the second employee told him that – “he 
had confirmed this with Vernon Morton telephonically.”  Had there been a “second page” 
there would have been no need for such a telephonic conversation.  I find in all 
probability that the second employee did not bother to confirm whether or not there was a 
maintenance agreement contained in the NAUKA quote and I find him guilty of gross 
negligence. 
 
With regard to Charge Two against the first employee I find no compelling evidence of 
either fraud or gross negligence as  according to his  evidence he was assured by the 
second employee that the NAUKA quote contained a maintenance agreement and 
therefore, I find him not guilty. 
 
 
THE SECOND ISSUE – SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT: 
(Charge Five against the first employee and Charge Two against the second 
employee) 
 
In this matter the employer alleges that the first and second employee fraudulently 
colluded to arrange employment for the two sons of the second employee through a 
labour broker (FHENOL) at a higher hourly rate than they should have been paid causing 
financial prejudice to the employer. 
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The first employee was charged in the alternative that he was negligent in allowing the 
two sons of the second employee to be paid at a higher rate than they should have been 
paid. 
 
The following is common cause or not in dispute :- 
 

(1) The first employee required the services of two experienced process 
controllers for a temporary period and that these were supplied by Mr 
P DE BEER Production Manager at the THERMAL OXIDATION 
PLANT and ASH HANDLING. 

 
(2) Mr DE BEER and the first employee agreed that the process 

controllers supplied by Mr DE BEER would remain on his cost centre 
and that the first employee would supply replacements for his account. 

 
(3) The second employee arranged with FHENOL for his two sons to be 

employed as process controllers, at his employers’ cost. 
 

(4) The second employee did not supervise or allocate the duties of his 
two sons (this task was the responsibility of Mr A SWANEPOEL), but 
the second employee did receive the invoices from FHENOL in 
respect of his two sons, and these invoices were allocated to his cost 
code. 

 
(5) The second employee’s two sons were not qualified process 

controllers. 
 

(6) The second employee’s two sons were not employed as process 
controllers but as semi-skilled employees, and the second employee 
knew this at least from late January or early February 2005. 

 
The second employee testified on his own behalf.  He testified that- 
 

(1) He had told Mr R SIMON of FHENOL to appoint his two sons as 
process controllers “in the interim” because he had been told by Mr H 
DU PLESSIS, a contractor of the employer, that they would be 
employed as such.  However, he agreed that he knew his son’s skills  
were comparable to semi-skilled workers. 

 
(2) He had used the term – “in the interim” because if Mr SWANEPOEL 

changed their work their “level” might also change. 
 

(3) He became aware late in January or early February that his two sons 
were being employed in gatekeeping and storekeeping duties.  He 
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approached Mr SWANEPOEL who told him it was a temporary 
arrangement. 

 
(4) He agreed that for his sons to have been trained as process controllers 

they would have had to have been relieved from their duties at the gate 
and in the store and receive approximately one months training. 

 
(5) He agreed that part of his duties included a responsibility for cost 

control. 
 

(6) He agreed that he knew there were different rates for different levels of 
work undertaken by employees supplied by labour brokers, although 
he did not know the specific rates. 

 
(7) He believed that it was the responsibility of Mr SWANEPOEL as the 

direct supervisor of his sons, to notify FHENOL that they were not 
being utilized as process controllers and to arrange for their pay rates 
to be revised accordingly.  NOTE:  Mr H DU PLESSIS did not 
testify in this matter. 

 
Mr J SWANEPOEL testified on behalf of the employer.  He testified that- 
 

(1) He was employed as a Senior Technical Officer working under Mr P 
DE BEER and that he had agreed with DE BEER’s decision to supply 
the first employee with two experienced process controllers who were 
being used at the time for semi-skilled duties and asked for them to be 
replaced with semi-skilled labour to perform the duties of assistance 
storeman and gate controller. 

 
(2) Some two weeks after the second employee’s sons started working for 

him the second employee asked whether his sons could work overtime 
and he replied in the negative. 

 
(3) He used the sons for semi-skilled work and denied that he ever 

promised to train the sons as process controllers. 
 

(4) He had no contact with FHENOL in respect of the two sons, and he 
thought they were being paid by SASOL (INFRACHEM) under the 
budget of the first employee. 

 
(5) He had no recollection of the two sons working for H DU PLESSIS 

before commencing work under his supervision. 
 
THE SECOND ISSUE – ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT: 
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There is no evidence before me to substantiate the second employee’s allegation that Mr 
H DU PLESSIS told him that his sons would be employed as process controllers. 
 
Under his own admission the second employee knew that his sons were not trained 
process controllers and therefore, he was not entitled to instruct FHENOL to charge  
process controller rates in terms of the “NETGAIN RATES” used by the employer to 
regulate labour broker costs.  Under his own admission the second employee knew at the 
end of January or early February 2005 that his sons were not being employed as process 
controllers and continued to accept and authorize invoices charging his employer at 
process controller rates.  His failure to intervene on behalf of the interests of his employer 
and to allow the misrepresentation to continue was fraudulent behaviour. 
 
The second employee’s own version of events in this matter makes him guilty of fraud. 
Fraud involves misrepresentation liable to cause the employer actual or potential loss. 
 
I find no substance in the second employee’s argument that Mr SWANEPOEL was 
responsible to advise FHENOL of any change in his son’s level of employment.  Under 
his own admission his cost centre was used to pay his sons on behalf of the employer and 
he knew that for his sons to be trained and therefore, entitled to be paid as process 
controllers, they would have needed to have been removed from their posts and trained 
for a month.  Instead of preventing FHENOL charging for the false rate of process 
controller, he did nothing and allowed knowingly and willingly, the employer to pay a 
false rate.  In so doing he enriched members of his family and/or FHENOL to the 
detriment of his employer.  I, therefore, find the second employee guilty of fraudulent 
behaviour towards his employer in respect of Charge Two against him. 
 
With regard to the first employee I find no evidence before me that he colluded with the 
second employee in this fraud, or that he was grossly negligent in failing to identify the 
fraud perpetrated by the second employee.  I, therefore, find the first employee not guilty 
in respect of Charge Five against him. 
 
THE THIRD ISSUE – SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT: 
(Charge Three against the second employee) 
 
In this matter the employer alleges that the second employee fraudulently signed a gate 
pass on which he indicated that his employers’ property (2 ten ton tanks and 1 five ton 
tank) was in fact, the property of ILANGA CHEMICALS a service provider of the 
employer causing prejudice or potential prejudice to his employer, in that the tanks were 
utilized by ILANGA CHEMICALS, alternatively that the second employee in releasing 
the tanks in question contravened his employer’s rules in respect of misappropriation 
and/or unauthorized use of company property. 
 
The following is either common cause or not in dispute in this matter- 
 

(1) Gate Release Number 307137 was completed by the second employee. 
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(2) The Gate Pass, in question, identified “two ten ton” and “one five ton” 
tanks and they were identified as “Service provider” property ILANGA 
CHEMICALS. 

 
(3) No estimated date of return was entered in respect of the Gate Pass, which 

requires such information if the property in question is that of SASOL 
(INFRACHEM). 

 
(4) The tanks in question were transported to the premises of ILANGA 

CHEMUCALS. 
 

(5) The first employee was on leave on 1/11/04 the date on which the second 
employee alleged that he wrote the Gate Pass and released the tanks. 

 
(6) If, the tanks in question, were required to be removed from 

WATERWORKS, they would normally have been stored at the 
SEWERAGE FARM, under the control of Mr F NEL, Senior Water 
Inspector. 

 
 
The second employee testified on his own behalf.  He testified that- 
 

(1) Owing to a clean up operation at his employer’s site he became aware during 
the last week in October 2004, that there was a need to remove the three 
empty tanks (2 ten ton and 1 five ton) in the area to be cleared, as they were in 
the way of the cleaning operation. 

 
(2) There were some five tanks in the area, but the others were full of chemicals  

and would, therefore, be difficult to remove. 
 

(3) He made enquiries as to whether the empty tanks could be stored at the 
employer’s sewerage area and was told by Mr F NEL that there was no room. 

 
(4) He then contacted Mr V MORTON of ILANGA CHEMICALS a supplier of 

chemicals to his employer, who agreed to transport and store the tanks in 
question at his site in Heidelberg free of charge. 

 
(5) This was the first time he had stored tanks outside of his employer’s premises. 

 
(6) The arrangement with Mr MORTON was that he would collect the tanks for 

storage on the next occasion his vehicle delivered chemicals to the employer’s 
site.  

 
(7) On 1/11/04 he (the second employee) was notified that the ILANGA vehicle 

had arrived on site.  He showed the driver where the tanks were located and 
remained present while they were loaded.  The operation took approximately 
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two hours.  He then went to the office and completed the Gate Release Permit 
for the tanks.  

 
(8) He agreed that he had made a mistake in identifying the tanks as the property 

of ILANGA CHEMICALS on the Gate Release Pass and attributed this 
mistake to pressure of work. 

 
(9) Approximately three days later having released the tanks to ILANGA 

CHEMICALS for storage, he was contacted by Mr MORTON who asked him 
whether he would agree to ILANGA storing their chemicals in the tanks in 
question.  He agreed to this request with the proviso that the tanks when 
returned to SASOL would be cleaned and in good condition. 

 
(10) He had no concern that the tanks would be properly utilized because ILANGA 

CHEMICAL was a trusted supplier to SASOL, although he agreed that he had 
never visited the ILANGA CHEMICAL site where the tanks were to be 
utilized to store ILANGA product. 

 
(11) Although he had never loaned his employer’s tanks either for storage or use 

for chemical storage to a contractor before, he believed he had authority to 
make the decision firstly to store the tanks at ILANGA and secondly to let 
ILANGA use the tanks. 

 
(12) Following his agreement with Mr MORTON that ILANGA could store their 

chemicals in the tanks in question, he wrote an undated handwritten note at his 
own initiative (not on the employer’s letterhead) confirming that he had given 
permission to ILANGA to utilize the tanks to store chemical.  He wrote the 
undated handwritten note in order to have clarity regarding his decision 
should some accident befall him. 

 
(13) His supervisor Mr N BREED (the first employee) was on leave from mid 

October to mid November 2004, but he did contact him telephonically to 
inform him that the tanks had been released to ILANGA CHEMICALS.  He 
was in no doubt that he was doing the correct things and did not seek the first 
employee’s permission for his actions. 

 
(14) He agreed that he could have asked a secretary for an employer letterhead to 

write a confirmation of the permission he had given ILANGA CHEMICALS 
but did not do so. 

 
 
The first employee testified on behalf of the second employee.  He testified that- 
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(1) The second employee did telephone him during his (Mr BREED’s) leave 
period and that the second employee had telephoned him to tell him that he 
had removed the tanks to ILANGA CHEMICALS because he had been told 
by Mr F NEL that there was no space at the employer’s sewerage area; and 
that ILANGA had offered the storage space free of charge. 

 
(2) He agreed that had space been available he would have stored the tanks at the 

employer’s sewerage site. 
 
Mr F NEL testified for the employer.  He testified that- 
 

(1) He is employed by the employer as a Senior Water Inspector and controlled 
the sewerage site in question. 

 
(2) He could not recall any request from the second employee during October 

2004 to store tanks at the sewerage area. 
 

(3) He would not have refused such a request as there was plenty of room to store 
tanks at the area. 

 
(4) There would have been no charge to the second employee to store tanks at the 

sewerage area. 
 

(5) He agreed that responsibility and cost for transporting tanks to the sewerage 
area would have been that of the second employee and not himself. 

 
(6) He got on well with both the first and second employee. 

 
THE THIRD ISSUE – ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT: 
 
I find no reason for Mr F NEL to fabricate his evidence that there was sufficient space to 
store the tanks in question at the employer’s sewerage area, and that he would, therefore, 
not have refused the second employee’s request had such a request been made.  As a 
consequence the evidence of the second employee must be called into question for the 
following reasons – 
 

(1) He misled his manager, the first employee, by telling him that there was no 
room in the sewerage area and therefore, he had no just cause to release the 
property of his employer to ILANGA CHEMICALS. 

 
(2) His explanation that he made a mistake in identifying the tanks in question as  

the property of ILANGA CHEMICALS and not the property of his employer 
and failing to enter an “estimated return date” on the Gate Pass due to pressure 
of work, is improbable given his evidence that- 
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(a) this was the first time he had ever released his employers’ tanks to a 
service provider (surely a reason to be careful) and 

(b) he was present at the loading process which took some two hours, (surely 
plenty of time to complete the Gate Pass accurately). 

 
(3) His explanation of authorizing ILANGA CHEMICALS to use his employers’ 

property by means of an undated handwritten note as opposed to an official 
document on his employer’s letterhead is bizarre. 

 
(4) While I accept that Gate Passes may not have always been correctly 

completed in the past, no evidence was produced of an occasion where an 
employee mislead his employer regarding the reason for removing company 
property and then misrepresented the ownership of the property in question 
and escaped disciplinary sanction. 

 
For the above reasons I find the second employee guilty of making fraudulent 
misrepresentation to his employer in this matter and exposing his employer to potential 
financial loss. 
 
THE FOURTH ISSUE 
(Charge One against the first employee) 
 
I granted the first employee “Absolution of the Instance on 31/10/05. 
 
THE FIFTH ISSUE - SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE & ARGUMENT: 
 
(Charge Three against the first employee) 
 
The employer alleges that the first employee on or about September 2002 to March 2005 
colluded with the supplier ILANGA CHEMICALS and intentionally misrepresented to 
his employer in the procuring of calcium hypochlorite from ILANGA CHEMICALS that 
the product was 72% effective as opposed to an ordinary hypochlorite  being 65% 
effective, resulting in his employer paying a higher price for ILANGA’s calcium 
hypochlorite, or in the alternative that he was grossly negligent in that during the period 
in question he, without testing the product and its effectiveness, accepted delivery of the 
product from the supplier ILANGA CHEMICALS on representation by ILANGA that 
the product is 72% effective.  
 
The following is either common cause or not in dispute:- 
 

(1) ILANGA CHEMICALS initially traded as SUNCO. 
 

(2) On 4/9/02 a quote dated 3/9/02 was faxed from SUNCO/ILANGA 
CHEMICALS for calcium hypochlorite – “72% granular specification” priced 
at R23.50 per kg. 
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(3) On 5/9/02 SUNCO/ILANGA CHEMCIALS commenced delivery of the 
product and deliveries continued during the period in question, the last 
delivery being in March 2005 without any change in price. 

 
(4) On 18/9/02 SUNCO/ILANGA CHEMICALS wrote to the first employee 

regarding the technical specification of the product informing him that – “Our 
decision to supply you with the sodium based material was done in 
accordance with your technical criteria.” This specification alleged that the 
product was “up to 72% effective.” 

 
(5) The product was not tested for its composition or effectiveness. 

 
(6) On 2/9/02 EARL TRADING quoted R32 per kg., for calcium hypochlorite. 

 
(7) The BUCKMAN quote for calcium hypochlorite was dated 3/9/02 at a price 

of R28.00 per kg. but with the possibility of dropping by R2 to R3. 
 

(8) The quoted price of ONDEO NALCO to SASOL (INFRACHEM) in their 
overall contractor quote dated June 2002 for a twelve month period, and 
subject to a reservation to amend prices due to the rand/dollar exchange rate, 
was R13.96. 

 
(9) There was an operational need in September 2002 to replace HYPO with 

calcium hypochlorite. 
 
Mr A HARDING testified on behalf of the employer.  He testified that:- 
 

(1) He headed up a company trading as ARCH CHEMICALS, the sole 
manufacturer of Calcium Hypochlorite in South Africa. 

 
(2) Calcium Hypochlorite can be imported or purchased locally.  Imported 

product was typically transported in 40 – 45 kg. plastic containers in order to 
comply with Maritime Law. 

 
(3) During the period in question the typical price of Sodium Hypochlorite was – 

 
2002 - R11.59 per kg. 
2003 - R14.31 per kg. 
2004 - R14.06 per kg. 
2005 - +- R13.00 per kg. 
 

(4) He would expect Speciality Service providers such as BUCKMAN to charge a 
user up to 100% more than the cost price, while Traders would mark up in the 
region of 10% above cost price.  The difference being the ability to provide 
technical services on site. 
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(5) Having worked for ONDEO NALCO for 15 years he knew all of the 
Speciality Service providers and most of the big Traders and he had no 
knowledge of TRADING EARL or SUNCO /ILANGA CHEMICALS. 

 
 
Mr G ROUSAUW testified on behalf of the employer.  He testified that:- 
 

(1) He is employed by BUCKMAN on the SASOL (INFRACHEM) site and 
commenced work as a Technical Sales Representative during October 2002. 

 
(2) During the period in question he was aware of the use of the ILANGA product 

in white plastic containers with labels indicating 65% effectiveness, at the 
Water Treatment Plant, and that he had personally dosed the product at the 
Ammonia Plant on the SASOL (INFRACHEM) site, the product being 
provided by WATERWORKS.  He was aware of no other strength of the 
product on site.   

  
(3) His understanding of 65% effectiveness was that this was a minimum 

guarantee by the manufacturer.  He was unaware that Calcium Hypochlorite 
existed at 72% and if it did he would expect 72% to be a minimum guarantee. 

 
Ms E NAUDE testified for the employer.  She testified that- 
 

(1) She was employed by SHG and interviewed the first employee as part of the 
forensic audit conducted by her company. 

 
(2) At the interview in question she asked the first employee about the 

circumstances leading to the purchase of Calcium Hypochlorite from 
SUNCO/ILANGA CHEMICALS. 

 
(3) Her re-call of that interview was that the first employee had –  

 
(a) recommended to K ENGELBRECHT of BUCKMAN that there was a 

need to use Calcium Hypochlorite and that ENGELBRECHT quoted at 
R35.00 per kg; 

(b) he (the first employee) told ENGELBRECHT that the quote was too high 
and that ENGELBRECHT agreed that quotes from other suppliers could 
be obtained; 

(c) he (the first employee) obtained two other quotations; 
(d) he (the first employee) stated that Calcium Hypochlorite at 65% 

effectiveness would at the time have been priced in the range of R16-R17 
per kg., but that he decided on the SUNC0/ILANGA CHEMICALS 
quotation due to its 72% effectiveness, which would provide better results 
for the plant. 

 
The first employee testified on his own behalf.  He testified that:- 
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(1) He knew little about Calcium Hypochlorite at the beginning of September 

2002 although he acknowledged that ONDEO NALCO the contractor prior to 
BUCKMAN, had supplied Calcium Hypochlorite on an ad hoc basis to 
compliment HYPO. 

 
(2) When he became aware that HYPO would not stabilize the situation he was 

confronted with, he approached BUCKMAN, as the contractor on site, to 
quote for the supply of Calcium Hypochlorite and requested that they send the 
quote to Mr F DE BRUYN of the Commercial Department. 

 
(3) Once Mr DE BRUYN received the quotation he discussed this with Mr DE 

BRUYN and told him that he believed the BUCKMAN’s quotation was “too 
high.”  He felt this because he believed that ONDEO NALCO had previously 
supplied Calcium Hypochlorite at a lower price.  While he couldn’t remember 
the specific price he believed it to be in the region of R20 per kg. 

 
(4) He asked Mr DE BRUYN to obtain two further quotes which Mr DE BRUYN 

did, from TRADING EARL and from SUNCO/ILANGA CHEMICALS. 
 

(5) He then had a further discussion with Mr DE BRUYN when he asked Mr DE 
BRUYN whether he had checked the quotes against ONDEO NALCO prices 
and was told that – “they were old prices and ONDEO NALCO had no stock” 
and that the three quotations were sufficient.  He chose the quotation from 
SUNCO/ILANGA CHEMICALS because it was the cheapest. 

 
(6) In taking the decision he - 

 
(a) Believed the price differential between BUCKMANS and 

SUNCO/ILANGA CHEMICALS to be significant; 
(b) Was not interested in any supporting service with the product as SASOL 

(INFRACHEM) was equipped to handle and dose the product; 
(c) Believed that 72% effectiveness would be superior to 65% effectiveness. 

 
(7) He subsequently met with Vernon Morton of SUNCO/ILANGA 

CHEMICALS in order to discuss the logistics of supplying the product who 
then also explained the benefits of the product to him which MORTON 
confirmed in writing on 18/9/02 i.e. the alleged benefits of a sodium process 
in the manufacture of calcium hypochlorite, and stating that the product was 
“up to 72% effective.” 

 
(8) He understood “up to 72% effective” as meaning anything between 65% and 

72%. 
 

(9) He believed responsibility for detailed price research/negotiation was the 
responsibility of the Commercial Department. 
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(10) He denied that he knew the specific price of Calcium Hypochlorite as supplied 

to SASOL (INFRACHEM) by ONDEO NALCO during April/May 2002 or 
the price contained in the contract quotation submitted by that company to 
SASOL (INFRACHEM) in June 2002. 

 
(11) He denied that despite concluding in September 2002 that the product in 

question was sourced from China, he was aware that the product was supplied 
at no change in price during the period in question despite rand/dollar 
exchange fluctuations or that he subsequently found this to be questionable. 

 
(12) He was confused and under medication during his interview with Ms 

NAUDE. 
 
THE FIFTH ISSUE – ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT: 
 
I find the first employees evidence in this matter problematic for the following reasons:- 
 

(1) He could not explain why if his version of obtaining the three quotations was 
correct i.e. he instructed de Bruyn to obtain the two other quotations only 
when they had seen and rejected the BUCKMAN quotation, the EARL 
TRADING quote was dated the day before the BUCKMAN quote and the 
SUNCO/ILANGA CHEMICALS was dated on the same day as the 
BUCKMAN quote. 

 
(2) He could not explain why the BUCKMAN quote explicitly included service 

provisions in while he was adamant that all he was seeking was the best 
product at the best price. 

 
(3) He could not explain why the BUCKMAN quote was addressed only to 

himself if he had told them to address it to DE BRUYN. 
 

(4) Having agreed that he had a feeling that ONDEO NALCO supplied SASOL 
(INFRACHEM) with Calcium Hypochlorite at a cheaper rate than 
BUCKMAN’s his claim that he had no knowledge or recollection in 
September 2002 of the ONDEO NALCO quote for Calcium Hypochlorite in 
June 2002 (SAX 831) at R13.96 per kg. is problematic. 

 
(5) His acceptance of the EARL TRADING quotation with no offer of service as 

bona fide, is problematic. 
 

(6) His attempt to place the blame on F DE BRUYN without calling DE BRUYN 
as a witness particularly as he alleged he instructed DE BRUYN to follow up 
on ONDEO NALCO and DE BRUYN’s alleged response was that – “it was 
an old price and they were out of stock” and he (the first employee) left it at 
that, is also problematic. 
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(7) His claim that he was under pressure to finalise a supplier because of a major 

SGL leak while BUCKMAN, the contractor on site, was willing to supply him 
on an urgent basis, at a temporary price, does not contain the ring of truth. 

 
(8) His claim that his alleged responses to Ms NAUDE (he did not deny their 

accuracy) were the result of medication and confusion has no merit given that 
the responses to simple issues – who obtained the quotes, what was the price 
of calcium hypochlorite in the market, and why accept the SUNCO/ILANGA 
CHEMICALS quote. 

 
(9) His attempt with VERNON MORTON after taking the decision to accept the 

SUNCO/ILANGA CHEMICALS quote, to seek a justification for accepting 
the product, smacks of collusion. 

 
(10) His failure as a Chemical Engineer to be wary of claims of the product as a 

sodium based process with an effectiveness of up to 72%”, which he could not 
substantiate, merely confirms the misrepresentation. 

 
I, therefore, find that the first employee is guilty of fraud in that, his request to Vernon 
Morton to place in writing following his initial decision to buy the product, a motivation 
to justify the decision, which under his own version he could not check, amounts to 
misrepresentation to his employer and causing potential loss to his employer. 
 
THE SIXTH ISSUE – SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT: 
 
(Charge Four against the first employee) 
 
The employer alleges that the first employee on or about July 2000 to June 2004 colluded 
with the supplier AQUACARE and intentionally made unlawful misrepresentation (i.e. 
fraud) to his employer in the procuring of AQUA 2303 which was not suitable for his  
employer’s use causing prejudice to his employer and financial advantage to another 
party or alternatively he was grossly negligent in this respect. 
 
It is common cause or not disputed in this matter that:- 
 

(1) AQUA 2303 is alleged to be a FLOCCULANT supplied by AQUACARE that 
was used by the employer for water clarification purposes at its Reactivators 
during the period in question. 

 
(2) During the period in question the employer used both AQUA 2303 and a 

FLOCCULANT supplied by a company trading as BUCKMAN 
LABORATORIES for its Reactivators. 
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(3) Mr K ENGELBRECHT worked for BUCKMAN at the employer’s site during 
the period in question, and Mr W SWANEPOEL, a member of the company 
trading as AQUCARE, is the brother in law of Mr ENGELBRECHT. 

 
(4) The first delivery of AQUA 2303 to the employer’s premises took place on 

24/4/00 in the amount of 5 tons. 
 

(5) The second delivery of AQUA 2303 to the employer’s premises took place on 
10/5/00 in the amount of 5 tons ordered by the second employee. 

 
(6) In 44 days commencing 24/4/00, 44 tons of AQUA 2303 was delivered. 

 
(7) The final delivery of AQUA 2303 to the employer’s premises took place on 

30/6/04 in the amount of 23 tons. 
 

(8) During the period in question AQUA 2303 was sold to the employer at a 
cheaper price than the BUCKMAN product and that during the period January 
2002 to June 2004 the average price of AQUA 2303 was R11.05 per kg. 
whilst the price of the BUCKMAN product was R15.17. 

 
(9) At the time of the first delivery of AQUA 2303 the first employee was 

employed as Technical Manager, and the second employee reported to Mr A 
OOSTHUIZEN the then Production manager, and that during July 2002 the 
first employee replaced Mr OOSTHUIZEN as Production Manager. 

 
Mr A OOSTHUIZEN testified on behalf of the employer.  He testified that- 
 

(1) During his period as Process manager Water Treatment Systems commencing 
towards the end of 1999, the first employee had provided him with support as 
Technical Manager (technical support and selection of chemicals) while the 
second employee reported directly to him as Senior Technical Officer (process 
support – chemical dosing). 

 
(2) Given that his background was primarily in mechanical and construction 

fields he would not have introduced a new flocculent into Water Treatment 
Systems without the assistance of his technical team. 

 
(3) He had no recollection of the introduction of AQUA 2303 or its testing. 

 
(4) He left the Water Treatment System in December 2001. 

 
Ms T MKHIZE testified for the employer.  She testified that- 
 

(1) She worked in the employers’ laboratory during the period in question testing 
products in terms of their specification and effectiveness, and worked closely 
with Water Treatment Systems recommending dosages. 
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(2) She had no knowledge of the product AQUA 2303 or that it had been used as  

a flocculent at the reactivators during the period in question. 
 
Mr H CRONJE testified on behalf of the employer.  He testified that:- 
 

(1) He ran a transport business and transported a variety of products, and 
collected a product when washing out his tankers and that he had neither the 
facility nor the knowledge to analyse the product other than it had a 
POLIAMIEN base. 

 
(2) He was introduced to Mr W SWANEPOEL by Mr K ENGELBRECHT of 

BUCKMAN LABORATORIES who said they could use the product during 
2001. 

 
(3) He never gave the product a name. 

 
(4) He then started supplying the product for Mr SWANEPOEL.  The product 

was delivered in his tankers to the SASOL (INFRACHEM) site and he 
invoiced AQUACARE, attention Mr W SWANEPOEL.   

 
However, Mr K ENGELBRECHT made out the orders. 

 
(5) At no stage during the period in question did he meet or have contact with the 

first or second employee. 
 

(6) Provided Mr ENGELBRECHT and Mr SWANEPOEL were happy with his  
product he was happy. 

 
(7) He denied that Mr SWANEPOEL had ever tested the product in front of him 

and told him that it was a good product.  Mr ENGELBRECHT also took 
samples on a regular basis. 

 
(8) He paid Mr ENGELBRECHT commission as the agent who introduced him to 

Mr SWANEPOEL and that Mr ENGELBRECHT required a higher 
commission when he (Mr ENGELBRECHT) determined that the product was 
“too weak”. 

 
(9) He stopped supplying the product when his transport business grew and he 

was able to use dedicated tankers for specific products and therefore, no need 
to wash out the tankers and consequently no product. 

 
Mr W SWANEPOEL testified for the first employee.  He testified that:- 
 

(1) AQUACARE c.c. was established in 2000 with Mr ENGELBRECHT’s wife 
and himself as members and that he and his wife (Mr ENGELBRECHT’s 
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sister) were the only employees of AQUACARE.  From time to time Mr 
ENGELEBRECHT gave professional advice and performed tests for him. 

 
(2) Mr ENGELBRECHT introduced him to Mr H CRONJE telling him that Mr 

CRONJE sold flocculent.  He purchased from Mr CRONJE and used the 
product with success. 

 
(3) Early in 2000 he decided to approach SASOL (INFRACHEM) to become a 

supplier of flocculent.  He was eventually put in contact with the first 
employee and met with him at the Ash Dump.  A jar test was undertaken but 
the product tested was from a company trading as BHT and not the product 
supplied by Mr CRONJE. 

 
(4) He was told by the first employee that the result of the JAR test was good but 

that – “He would not be able to use it in the reactivators”, but that he wanted 
to test the new product at the Ash Dump as “this was not risky.”  He would 
contact Mr F DE BRUYN the Buyer to order five tons in order to test the 
product, and when he (Mr SWANEPOEL) heard nothing he contacted Mr DE 
BRUYN who told him that he could not supply flocculent unless he was on 
the Vendor’s list.  Mr DE BRUYN supplied him with the documentation 
which “I completed and sent to him” and “he then ordered 5 tons in April 
2000.”  He bought 5 tons from a German company BHT amd had it 
transported from NATAL by REDDY’S TRANSPORT.   

 
(5) He was subsequently told by the second employee that the product was 

working well at the reactivators.  He was not aware of any tests in this respect.  
He used Mr CRONJE for other business during 2000 but first used him to 
supply SASOL (INFRACHEM) on 28/11/00.  He changed from BHT to 
CRONJE because the latter was cheaper, his product was working well on 
other projects, including a municipality service and the product was 
comparable with BHT. 

 
(6) He asked Mr CRONJE how he obtained his product and was told that he 

collected it over a period of time where he couldn’t pump remaining product 
out of his tank plus purchases from NCD.  Where he couldn’t pump out he 
washed “with a little amount of water.” 

 
The first employee testified on his own behalf.  He testified that- 
 

(1) The real test for a flocculent was its effectiveness in clarifying water, that this 
is measured in terms of NTU’s and the daily (5.00 am) reading at the 
flocculators during the period in question was at an acceptable level.  He, 
therefore, argued that AQUA 2303 must have been an acceptable product. 

 
(2) He was not responsible for the purchase dosing of AQUA 2303 at the 

WATERWORKS during his  time as Technical Manager and that during the 
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period in question he had not been approached either as Technical Manager or 
later as Production Manager, neither the second employee, the laboratory, or 
the process operators had complained of problems with AQUA 2303. 

 
(3) Having performed the JAR test at the Ash Dump during March 2000 he 

ordered 5 tons delivered on 24/4/00.  He used the product at the Ash Dump for 
about a week, the product was satisfactory but for operational reasons he was 
unable to use it all and therefore recommended to the second employee that he 
use what was left (some 3 1/2 tons) in the Water Treatment System. 

 
(4) He produced a chart showing a comparison between NTU’s using both 

AQUA 2303 and the BUCKMAN product from 1/1/02 to 31/12/04.  Asked 
why the product was rotated the first employee stated that he had attended a 
meeting during November 2001 at which Mr P PRETORIUS of BUCKMAN 
had complained of the use of AQUA 2303 as BUCKMAN were providing the 
technical service for flocculents to SASOL (INFRACHEM).  It was, 
therefore, agreed to rotate he products to ensure SASOL (INFRACHEM) did 
not lose BUCKMAN’s technical service.  He had been told by process 
operators that AQUA 2303 was never dosed along with the BUCKMAN 
product. 

 
(5) He did not become aware that Mr SWANEPOEL and Mr ENGELBRECHT 

were brothers in law until October 2003.  He did nothing about it as he 
believed BUCKMAN in the form of Mr PRETORIUS, Mr 
ENGELBRECHT’s boss, knew about the relationship and had no problem 
with it. 

 
(6) The decision to terminate the use of AQUA 2303 was motivated by 

BUCKMAN reducing their price and complaints by BUCKMAN employees 
who were losing commission.  He agreed that BUCKMAN started reducing 
their price significantly from September/October 2003 and that two further 
deliveries of AQUA 2303 took place beyond that date i.e. on 18/11/03 and 
30/6/04. 

 
THE SIXTH ISSUE – ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT: 
 
Much of the evidence before me in this matter leads me to conclude that 
ENGELBRECHT, SWANEPOEL and CRONJE colluded to supply a suspect product to 
SASOL (INFRACHEM).  I do not find compelling evidence to link the first employee in 
this respect. 
 
However, I find the first employee’s version problematic for the following reasons- 
 

(1) His claim only to be involved in the product at the Ash Dump and not the 
Water Treatment System is improbable given: 
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(a) His role as Technical Manager was the same for Water Treatment 
Systems.  He provided technical support and recommended chemicals, in 
this case AQUA 2303. 

 
(b) His version that AQUA 2303 was used alternatively with the BUCKMAN 

product to ensure BUCKMAN’s service provisions, is bizarre. 
 

(c) He could not have satisfied himself that the product was suitable for Water 
Treatment Systems between the first delivery of 5 tons on 24/4/00 and the 
second 20 tons on 10/5/00.  Even Mr SWANEPOEL testified that the first 
employee told him after the JAR test that to use it at the Water Treatment 
System would be too risky, yet within 2 weeks of the delivery to the Ash 
Dump the product was being introduced in large quantities to the Water 
Treatment System.  The absence of evidence that the employer’s 
laboratory not only did not test the product but did not know of its 
existence, is highly problematic. 

 
(d) The first employee chose to rely on the testimony of Mr SWANEPOEL to 

verify his version in this matter.  However, the evidence of Mr 
SWANEPOEL is unsatisfactory for the following reasons- 

 
(i) he claimed to have used Mr CRONJE’s product satisfactorily with 

other customers but without this version being put to Mr CRONJE; 
(ii)  he relied on Mr ENGELBRECHT for technical advice and sampling 

knowing Mr ENGELBRECHT to be working for his competitor 
BUCKMAN either indicates conspiracy to defraud BUCKMAN or 
SASOL (INFRACHEM); 

 
I further find that the evidence submitted by the first employee to claim that AQUA 
2303 was effective is flawed in that average N.T.U’s and dosing rates have little 
probative value to support his claim.  I, therefore, find the first employee grossly 
negligent in recommending and allowing the product by an unknown supplier, to be 
introduced and used without any attempt on his part to ensure his employer was not at 
risk.  

 
 
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE AND RECORD: 
 
It was argued on behalf of the first and second employee that the preliminary 
investigation undertaken by forensic auditors which led to this pre-dismissal arbitration 
was unfair in respect of how interviews were conducted and inaccurate in respect of the 
transcript of these interviews.  In relation to all charges concerning both the first and 
second employees, I have relied only on evidence given at the arbitration hearing and 
have not taken into consideration the transcript of the interviews conducted during the 
investigation. 
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COSTS: 
 
 
Certainly Section 138 (10) of the LRA applies to pre-dismissal arbitrations under Section 
188A.  The process itself ran for a considerable period of time which, in terms of pre-
dismissal arbitration must be a cause for concern for the employer while employees 
remain on full pay pending the outcome of the process.  However, the first and second 
employee must have equal cause for concern that all avenues are explored on their behalf 
given that the outcome of the arbitration is final and binding in terms of Section 143 of 
the LRA. 
 
I find it is not appropriate to make a cost award in this matter given- 
 

(1) The pre-dismissal arbitration process under Section 188A of the LRA is a 
voluntary process and the first opportunity for evidence to be led by both 
employer and employee. 

 
(2) The process involved not one but two employees. 

 
(3) The process involved six issues involving five charges (and in the alternative) 

against the first employee, and three charges (and in the alternative) against 
the second employee. 

 
(4) The allegations flowed from a forensic audit conducted in 2005 involving 

matters which occurred from 2000 onwards. 
 

 
 
APPROPRIATE DISCIPLINARY SANCTION – THE FIRST EMPLOYEE: 
 
Having granted the first employee “Absolution of the Instance” in respect of Charge One 
and having found him not guilty in respect of Charges Two and Five against him, I refer 
to my findings in respect of Charges Three and Four. 
 
Having found the first employee guilty of fraud on Charge Three and gross negligence on 
Charge Four there can be no appropriate disciplinary sanction other than summary 
dismissal. 
 
 
APPROPRIATE DISCIPLINARY SANCTION – THE SECOND EMPLOYEE: 
 
Having found the second employee guilty of gross negligence on one count (Charge One) 
and of fraud on two counts (Charges Two and Three) there can be no appropriate 
disciplinary sanction other than summary dismissal.  
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AWARD: 
 
I order the employer to summarily dismiss the first and second employee with effect from 
the date of the employers’ receipt of this award.  There is no order as to costs. 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………….. 
P STONE 
COMMISSIONER 
JOHANNESBURG 
03/02/06 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


